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this course gave me the skills and knowledge i needed to understand the concepts of the exam and to prepare for it. i have gotten a
total of 6 points higher than i did in the toefl ibt test. i recommend it to anyone, whether they are preparing for the test for the first

time or for those who need a refresher. the pace institute offers a toefl preparation course where you have access to a
comprehensive set of practice materials including samples of the actual toefl exam. the course includes the free access to toefl test
prep materials, in-person and online webinars, a set of study aids, a toefl exam timer, and study tips. the flashcards section includes
over 2,000 free english flash cards. you can select a card and hear or learn it, with options like play a recording or read a text, listen

to a pronunciation, or see a picture of the flash card. students can also use their most useful flash cards to improve their listening
comprehension. the interactives section is another useful resource that can help students to improve their listening comprehension.

it offers interactive activities and explanations, along with audio files for students to hear and read. the chinese-english for
translation and interpretation section is another useful tool. it is a free web-based electronic language learning course for people

who do not understand english but want to improve their chinese-english translation skills. the goal of the course is to improve the
participants' proficiency in speaking, writing and listening. there are two sections in the study room. the travel section offers free
audio travel guides that will allow you to get used to the difference between the american and british english pronunciation. there

are also audio guides on the travel in different cities and countries, as well as online quiz game and flashcard builder. the quiz game
is a fun activity where students are required to use their brains to analyze and use common english expressions and spelling

mistakes to make up new words with often outlandish meanings and phonetic spelling.
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Studying English as a foreign
language (EFL) can be challenging,

and even in the best of cases
requires a lot of practice and

patience. When students decide to
take the test to earn their English

minor, they need to know how to get
the most out of their studying and
testing. To give students the best

shot at scoring high on their TOEFL
or TOEIC test, they need to know the
most essential test-taking strategies.

The Five Must-Haves is a
comprehensive list of dozens of

strategies, including time
management, test planning, and test
preparation, which help EFL students

improve test scores and gain
confidence on the exam.The Five

Must-Haves also includes
opportunities to earn TOEFL points
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by taking a battery of surveys about
the subjects covered, which can be

redeemed for gift cards or store
credit. Resources for ESL students
are varied, with a special focus on

writing and the Test of Written
English (TWE). You will find, among
other things, advice on TOEFL and
TWE from international students,

sample essays written by students
from beginner to advanced level,

supplementary exercises that
develop essential writing skills such

as spelling, correcting run-on
sentences, making sentences

concise and recognizing common
errors. A number of self-study

quizzes are provided so that you can
test yourself on time management,
learning styles, self-motivation, etc.
Besides the grammar section which

offers, at the time of writing, 855
practice questions, the picture
vocabulary section is another
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noteworthy feature of the site with
plenty of exercises designed to

teach vocabulary through pictures.
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